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Introduction

� Generic problem in QCD:
– Resummation for processes with >1 scales

– Interplay of soft and collinear emissions               
→ Sudakov double logarithms

– Jet physics: MX
2 « Q2

�� Soft:Soft: low momentum pµ→0

�� Collinear:Collinear: p || pX with p
2→0

– Examples: DIS, fragmentation, Drell-Yan, Higgs 
production, event shapes, inclusive B decays, …

MX
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Resummation in B→Xsγ decay

T. Becher and M.N., PLB633: 739 (2006), hep-ph/0603140
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Resummation in B→Xsγ decay

� After resummation, largest uncertainties are 

probed by variations of the low scale µ0~∆ ≈

1 GeV:
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Collider physics

� Same methods can be applied to other hard 
QCD processes

� Traditionally, resummation is applied in 
moment space
– Landau poles (in Sudakov exponent and Mellin
inversion)

– Mellin inversion only numerically

– Difficult to match with fixed-order calculations in 
momentum space
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Collider physics

� Solving RG equations in SCET, have obtained all-

orders resummed expressions directly in momentum momentum 

spacespace

– Transparent physical interpretation, no Landau poles, 

simple analytical expressions for resummed rates

– Reproduce moment-space expressions order by order

� Understand IR singularities of QCD in terms of RG 

evolution (UV poles) in effective field theory

� Will illustrate how this work for DIS
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Simplest example: DIS for x→1

� Cross section d2σ/dxdQ2 ~ F2(x,Q
2)
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Traditional approach

� Define moments:

� Short-distance coefficients CN can be written:

N-independent
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Traditional approach

� Resummed exponent:

– Integrals run over Landau pole in running coupling

– Additional singularity encountered in Mellin inversion

(physical scales in moment scales are Q2 and Q2/N)
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Factorization for x→1

� QCD factorization formula:

– Most transparent to derive this in SCET:         

need hard-collinear, anti-collinear, and softsoft--

collinearcollinear modes (called “soft” in the literature)

– Resum threshold logarithms by solving RGEs of 

SCET in momentum space
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Mini review how this is done

�� Step 1:Step 1: At scale µ~Q, match 

QCD vector current onto 

current operator in SCET; 

Wilson coefficient CV known 

to 2-loop order from existing 

QCD calculations

�� Step 2:Step 2: Hard-collinear and 

anti-collinear fields can 

interact via exchange of soft-

collinear particles (called 

“soft” in the literature)

� Leading-power couplings of 

soft-collinear modes to hard-

collinear fields can be 

removed by field 

redefinitions

�� Step 3:Step 3: After decoupling, 

vacuum matrix element of 

hard-collinear fields can be 

evaluated in perturbation 

theory; resulting jet function 

known to 2-loop order
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Evolution of the hard function CV

� RG functions:

– Sudakov exponent

– Anomalous exponent

– Functions of running 

couplings αs(µ), αs(ν)

� RG equation:

�� Exact solution:Exact solution:
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Evolution of the jet function

� Integro-differential evolution equation:

�� Exact solution:Exact solution:

With:
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Evolution of the jet function

� Matching condition for j :
~

Quark propagator in

light-cone gauge

T. Becher and M.N., hep-ph/0603140
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Evolution of the jet function

� Master integrals:

� Use integration by parts and Mellin-Barnes 

technique to obtain:
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Resummed expression for F2(x,Q
2)

� Exact momentum-space formula:

with:
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Resummed expression for F2(x,Q
2)

� No integrals over Landau pole!

� Physical scales µh
2~Q2 and µi

2~Q2(1-x) 

transparently separated from factorization 

scale µf

� Calculations exist to evaluate this formula at 

NNLO (N3LL):

– 2-loop matching

– 3-loop anomalous dimensions (4-loop Γcusp missing)
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Dependence on matching scales

µf = 5 GeV
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Dependence on matching scales

LO (NLL) NLO (NNLL) NNLO (N3LL)

µi variation

µh variation

� Excellent stability (NNLO), good convergence
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Conclusions

� Methods from effective field theory provide powerful, 
efficient tools to understand factorization in many hard 
QCD processes

� Have resummed Sudakov logarithms directly in 
momentum space by solving RGEs

� Results agree with traditional approach at every fixed 
order in perturbation theory, but are free of spurious 
Landau-pole singularities after resummation

� Easier to match with FOPT results for differential cross 
sections away from threshold region


